We introduce the concept of anti Q-fuzzy R-sub modules over a commutative ring with respect to t-norm. Some Properties of anti Q-fuzzy R-sub modules are investigated. In Particular, we consider properties of intersection and direct product for anti Q-fuzzy R-sub modules.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of fuzzy set [7] was applied to group theory in [4] . Further, the concept of fuzzy subgroup was generalized to the case where in the definition of an algebraic structure one uses a t-norm [1] instead of the operation min. A significant number of publications are devoted to research of properties of fuzzy Abelian groups ( see, for example, T n ((x 1 ,x 2 , …, x n ),q) = T (x i , T n-1 ((x 1 ,x 2 ,…x i-1 , x i+1 ,…x n ),q)) for all 1 ≤i ≤n, n ≥ 2, T 1 = T . Also define T ∞ (x 1 ,x 2 ,…., q ) = lim T n ((x 1 ,x 2 ,…,x n ),q) as n → ∞.
Definition 2.8:
By the intersection of fuzzy subsets A 1 and A 2 in a set X with respect to an t-norm T we mean the fuzzy subset A = A 1 ∩ A 2 in the set X such that for any x ε X A(x,q) = (A 1 ∩A 2 ) (x,q) = T (A 1 (x,q), A 2 (x,q)). By the intersection of a collection of fuzzy subsets { A 1 ,A 2 ,… } in a set X with respect to a t-norm T we mean the fuzzy subset ∩A i such that for any x ε A, (∩A i )(x,q) = T ∞ {A 1 (x,q), A 2 (x,q),…}. ( AFM2 1 ) Proof: Let condition (AFM1 ) and (AFM2 ) be fulfilled and 1 be the identity element in the ring R. Then
Taking into consideration conditions (T2) and (T5) for the t-norm T and again applying AFM2), we
A(αx,q)). Thus we have A(x) = T(A(x,q), A(x,q)) ≥ T (A(x,q), A(αx,q)).From here, using condition (T4), we conclude that A(x,q)≥A(αx,q) (1) From
(1) and condition (AFM2) we obtain (AFM2 1 ). Proof: Let x,y ε M, x = (x 1 ,x 2 ,…x n ), and y = (y 1 ,y 2 ,…y n ). Also let αε R.Then A(x+y,q) = A ((x 1 +y 1 , x 2 +y 2 , …, x n +y n ),q) = T n (A 1 ((x 1 +y 1 ),q), A 2 ((x 2 +y 2 ),q), …, A n ((x n +y n ),q)) ≥ T n ( T (A 1 (x 1, q) , A 1 (y 1 ,q)), T(A 2 (x 2 ,q), A 2 (y 2 ,q)), …, T(A n (x n ,q), A n (y n ,q))) = T (T n (A 1 (x 1 ,q), A 2 (x 2 ,q),…A n (x n ,q)), T n (A 1 (y 1 ,q), Hence A f is anti Q-fuzzy R-sub modules of R.
Conclusion:AbuOsman[1] introduced the concept of
Direct product of fuzzy subgroups. [6] investigated the concept of lattice valued Q-fuzzy sub modules of near rings. In this paper we investigate the concept of Anti Qfuzzy right R-sub modules over commutative rings and derive some simple consequences.
Applications: This work has enormous applicability in the diverse disciplines of biosciences (such as bisocosmology, bisoseismology, bis-behavioural sciences and neural networks.
